Chapter 1 – Trigono
T
ometric Functio
ons
Sectio
on 1.1 – Measuring
M
Angles
The Big Picture
Trigonomeetry revolves arround angles so we’re going to start our disscussion by loooking at differeent ways that anngles
are measurred. In the process, we’ll add
d a few new definitions and m
make some connnections back to ideas from
geometry.

Decimall Degrees
Decimal deegrees are the same
s
degrees that
t you learned about in geo metry: a
circle is div
vided into 360 equal parts, eaach of which iss called a degreee. We’re
going to ad
dd a little twistt to that by takiing geometry’ss angles and puutting
them on algebra’s coordinate plane. Yo
ou can see the standard way oof doing
this in the diagram to the right. The verrtex of the angle is at the origgin and
s
runs alon
ng the positive xx-axis.
one side off the angle, called the initial side,
When the angle
a
is drawn this way, the side
s that isn’t on
o the x-axis iss called the
terminal side
s
and the angle itself is in the
t standard position.
p
In geometrry classes, anglles are usually limited to bein
ng between 0 and 180. Forr our purposes, there aren’t gooing
to be any limits on the an
ngle’s size. Forr example, the diagram on thhe left on the neext page showss a 120 angle drawn
in the stand
dard position.
Another tw
wist that we’re going to put on
n geometry ang
gles is that ourr angles can hav
ave a negative m
measure. Wheen
you’re look
king at the grap
ph, a negative angle is drawn
n with the term
minal side goingg clockwise whhere a positive angle
is drawn go
oing counter-clockwise.

This is sim
milar to what yo
ou saw back in Algebra 1 witth number liness. If you starteed at 0 and wennt to the right, yyou
would end up on a positiv
ve value wheree, if you went to
t the left, you would end up on a
negative vaalue.
The diagraam to the right shows an interresting consequ
uence of lettingg angles be neggative. If
you look at the terminal side
s going into
o the second qu
uadrant, there aare two ways too get to it
from the in
nitial side. If we
w go counter-cclockwise arou
und the circle, w
we get a 120 aangle; if we
go clockwiise, we get a -2
240 angle. Tw
wo angles like this
t pair that arre in standard pposition and
have the saame terminal siide but differen
nt measures aree called coterm
minal angles.
We can even have angless greater than 360.
3
For exam
mple, if I wanteed to graph a 4405
ould think of 40
05 as being 36
60 + 45. Thaat tells me thatt I can get the ggraph by
angle, I wo
starting in the standard po
osition, going all
a the way aro
ound the circle once (360) annd then
f
to get th
he final result. In other word
ds, a 405 anglee is visually thhe same as
going 45 further
a 45 anglee.

Example
e 1 – Cotermin
nal Angles
If an ang
gle measures 39,
3 what’s thee measure of a coterminal aangle?
The diagrram below shows a 39 anglee and its coterm
minal angle.

The two angles,
a
togetheer, make up an entire circle so
o their measurees have to add up to 360:
x + 39 = 360
x = 321
Because the
t coterminal angle has to go
o clockwise fro
om the initial sside, its measurre has to be negative so the fi
final
value is -321.

Example
e 2 – Cotermin
nal Angles
Give the measure of tw
wo angles thatt are cotermin
nal with a 125 angle.
The diagrram below shows the originall 125 angle. If
I we start at thhe terminal sidee of that angle and go anotheer full
loop arou
und the circle, we’ll
w
come bacck to the same terminal positiion. The meassure of that anggle would be

(new an
ngle) = (originaal 125) + (addditional full circcle)
(new ang
gle) = 125 + 3360
(new
w angle) = 485
To get thee second anglee, we can do thee same thing but going the otther way (clockkwise) around the circle.
(new angle)) = (original 12
25) + (additionnal full reversee circle)
(new anglle) = 125 + (-3360)
(new angle) = -235

Radians
s
Decimal deegrees work fo
or a lot of thing
gs but they have some disadvaantages. For
example, itt take a lot of degrees
d
(360 off them) to get to
t a full circle. That’s
going to bee a big disadvaantage when wee talk about graaphing in Chappter 3. The
size of a whole
w
circle, 360, is also a prretty arbitrary number.
n
The raadian system
addresses both
b
of these isssues. To see how
h radians arre defined take a look at the
diagram beelow. It starts with
w a circle whose
w
radius is r and an anglee whose
measure we’ll
w
call. Nottice how the
angle cuts off a section of the circle. Iff
fine
the length of that arc is s then we’ll defi
the radian measure of thee angle as
s

r

s
potential issues with thaat
There are some
definition but,
b before we look at those,
let’s see what some actuaal angles look
like.
w start with a circle
c
whose raadius is 1, i.e. r = 1. That sim
mplifies our
Suppose we
definition to
t

=s

A Quick IIntroduction
n to
the Greek Alphabet
In trigonom
metry, we usuallly label
angles usingg Greek letters.. Here’s
a quick list oof the ones thaat we’ll
be using:
alppha



betta



gam
mma



theeta



phii



So suppose we have an angle that equals half of the circle. The length of that arc is half the circumference of the
circle or

 s

C 2 r 2 1 2




2
2
2
2

So the radian measure of a half of a circle is .
Hopefully, you can see pretty quickly from there that the radian measure of a whole circle is 2 because the
circumference of the whole circle is twice the circumference of the semi-circle.
There’s a big question that I kind of ignored in the previous calculations: Suppose we picked a different size circle,
i.e. a circle with a radius other than 1. Will we get the same result? If we don’t then we have a problem because we
don’t want to have multiple sizes for the same angle.
Question: Does the radian measure of an angle stay the same regardless of the size of
the circle?
To see what’s going on here, we need to go back to our original definition:



s
r

Now suppose we look at the same angle but with a circle whose radius is twice that of the original circle, i.e. a circle
whose radius is 2r. What will be the value of  for that circle?
First, let  ' be the measure of the angle in the new circle.1 What we need to show is that    ' , i.e. that the angle
measures are the same in both circles. To do that, we need to start by looking at the values of the radius and arc
length in the new circle. We already decided that the new radius is twice the old one so, if we call the new radius r’,
we have
r' = 2r
If we double the radius then we also double the circumference and the portion of the circumference that’s
intercepted by our angle, i.e. if s’ is the length of the new arc then
s' = 2s
Now we’re ready to pull out our radian formula:

'

s'
r'

If we substitute 2r for r’ and 2s for s’, the equation becomes

'

1

2s s
 
2r r

Did you notice the “apostrophe” after the ? That’s a notation that we sometimes use to indicate a second value for something. In this case, 
is the measure of the angle in the first circle and  ' is the measure of the angle in the second circle.

Which is what
w we wanted
d to show, i.e. that the measu
ure of the anglee is the same foor the original ccircle () and tthe
new circle (’).
In this argu
ument, I showeed that the meaasure stays the same if the sizze of the circle is doubled. Inn the Exercises,
you’ll work
k through an arrgument that sh
hows that the radian
r
measuree stays the sam
me for any size circle.

Some Values
V
Now that we
w know that th
he size of the circle
c
doesn’t affect
a
the measuure of the anglle, we can findd some specificc
values by looking
l
at a cirrcle whose radiius is 1, called a unit circle. For this circlee, our radian meeasure definitioon
simplifies to
t



s s
 s
r 1

The table below
b
gives thee radian measu
ures for severall common anglles. The circum
mference of thee whole circle is
C = 2r = 2  1 = 2 so all of our radiaan values will be
b a fraction off that length.
Angle

Description
D

Radians

Degrees

a full circle

  s  C  2

360

half of a circle

 s

C 2


2
2

180

quarrter of a circle

 s

C 2 


4
4
2

90

3C 3  2 3


4
4
2

270

three qu
uarters of a circcle

 s

If you look carefully at the last two columns in the table, you’ll see that I used the traditional “small circle”, , for
degrees but I didn’t put anything after the radians. Sometimes you’ll see “rad” used to indicate a value is in radians,
e.g.  rad. However, it’s also common to put no units after a radian measure, e.g. just  or  / 3. As a general rule,
if there’s no unit after an angle measure, you should assume that the value is in radians.

Converting Radians
Now that we have our new angle measure and some idea of what its values look like, we need a way to convert back
and forth between degrees and radians. The “half circle” value gives us an easy conversion factor that we can use
180

 rad

or

 rad
180

Example 3 – Radian Conversions

Example 4 – Radian Conversions

Convert 45 into radians.

Convert 2.6 rad to degrees.

For this conversion, I’ll use the

 rad
180

conversion

factor.
45  45 

 rad
180




4

rad

For this conversion, I’ll use the other conversion
180
ratio:
.
 rad
2.6 rad  2.6 rad 

180 468

  148.97
 rad 

Notice how I left  in the result. That’s not unusual
when we’re working with radians. They’re often
given as a fraction of 

In this case, I didn’t leave  in the answer because
degree measures are always given as decimal
numbers.

Example 5 – Radian Conversions

Example 6 – Radian Conversions

Convert 143 into radians. Give the result to two
decimal places.

Convert

For this conversion, I’ll use the

 rad
180

conversion

factor again.
143  143 

 rad
180



143
rad  2.50
180

For this result, I replaced the  with 3.1415926 and
simplified the expression to a decimal because the
question explicitly asked for the answer in that
format.

4
to degrees.
6

For this calculation, we could use the conversion
factor but there’s a quick shorthand that I use when
the radian value has  in it: just replace the  with
180. That gives us
4
4 180
rad 
 120
6
6

When you use the shortcut in Example 6, it’s important that you only do it when the  is in the numerator of the
fraction. It works because, when you multiply by the 180 /  conversion factor, the  in the numerator of the angle
measure cancels with the  in the denominator of the conversion factor. If you have a  in the denominator of the
3
angle measure, e.g. something like , then you would have to multiply by the conversion factor like I did in

Example 4.

Exercises
Convert the following degree measures into radian measures. Give the exact value using .
1.

135

2.

90

3.

120

5.
6. -92
7. 48
-240
Convert the following radian measures into degree measures.
9.

3
4

10.

11
7

11.



7
4

4.

60

8.

212

12.

5
6

16
7
15. -6.11
16.
9
12
Graph the given angles in standard position. Give the measures of two coterminal angles for each angle, one
of which is positive and the other negative.

13.

3.1411

14.

17.

150

18.

215

19.

-15

20.

3
4

21.

42

22.

9
4

23.

-2.5

24.

8
15

25.

7
2

26.

72

27.



28.

4.18

7
6

Analysis
29. In the discussion of radians, I showed that if an angle measures  radians in a circle whose radius is r then it
also measures  radians in a circle whose radius is 2r. To be sure that an angle has exactly one radian value, we
need to show that we get the same value for every circle. Write an argument that does this by letting C be a
circle whose radius is kr where k is some real number. Show that if angle measures  radians for a circle whose
radius is r then it also measures  radians for a circle whose radius is kr.

Technical Writing
30. Referring back to the section on decimal degrees, list all of the consequences that resulted from not limiting
angles to being between 0 and 90.
31. Explain the difference between the terminal and initial sides of an angle.

Section 1.2 – The Two Core Functions
The Big Picture
In your high school geometry class, you may have learned some trigonometry that was based on the sides of
triangles. We’re going to take a different approach that, as you’ll see in the next section, gives us a lot more
flexibility. In this section, we’re going to develop the two core trigonometry functions, sine and cosine, and look at
some of their specific values.

The Sine
e and Cosin
ne
Suppose we
w start with a unit
u circle, i.e. a circle whosee radius is 1,
and we draaw an angle in the standard po
osition. The co
oordinates of
the point where
w
the line crosses
c
the circcle give us the cosine
c
and
sine of the angle. The x-ccoordinate is th
he cosine valuee and the ycoordinate is the sine valu
ue.
This is the fundamental concept
c
that alll of trigonomettry is based on
so before we
w move on to looking at som
me specific valu
ues, I want to
make sure it’s clear. If you
y start with an
n angle, , and
d you calculate
the coordin
nates of the poiint, (x, y), wherre it crosses a unit
u circle,
then cos( )  x and sin(( )  y .
Notice how
w I abbreviated
d the cosine and
d sine function
ns as “cos” andd “sin”. Besidees being a littlee easier than wrriting
out “cosinee” and “sine”, writing
w
it this ways
w
helps to emphasize
e
thatt the sine and ccosine are funcctions in the sennse
that they taake an angle an
nd turn it into a number. Wheen you’re readding somethingg like sin() or cos(), you shoould
do it just liike you would any other funcction like f(x), i.e.
i as “sine of ” and “cosinee of ”.

Some Specific Valu
ues
Now that we
w have our deefinition, let’s see
s how this ap
pplies in practicce by
finding thee sine and cosin
ne of some speecific angles.
Suppose th
hat we wanted to find cos(30) and sin(30), i.e. the sine aand
cosine of 30.
3
I’ve drawn
n this angle in a unit circle in
n the diagram too the
right. The key part to fin
nding these valu
ues is the dotteed line that I addded
that’s perpendicular to th
he x-axis. Addiing that line giv
ves us a 30-600-90
triangle wh
hose hypotenusse is 1. In that special trianglle, the side oppposite
the 30 ang
gle is 1/2 and the side adjacen
nt to the 30 an
ngle is 3 / 2. In
other word
ds, to get to thee point where th
he angle crossees the circle, w
we have
to go over

3 / 2 and up 1/2 so its coorrdinates are ( 3 /2, 1/2).

Now think
k back to our sin
ne and cosine definition.
d
Thee sine of 30 iss the y-coordinnate of the poinnt which meanss that
sin(30) = 1/2. On the otther hand, the cosine
c
of 30 iss the x-coordinnate of the poinnt which meanss that cos(30) =
3 /2.
Let’s look at another example. Say we want to find siin(45) and
cos(45). We
W can use thee same approacch to do this ass we did with a
30 angle. First, I drew the
t 45 angle in
nside a unit cirrcle and drew a
perpendicu
ular segment frrom the point where
w
the circlee and the line
cross down
n to the x-axis, making a righ
ht triangle. Thiis is a 45-45-900
triangle so, because the hypotenuse
h
of the
t triangle is 1,
1 the lengths oof
the two sid
des must both be
b

2 /2. Thatt makes the coo
ordinates of thee

intersection
n ( 2 /2, 2 /2). The x-coorrdinate of that point is the
cosine of our
o angle and th
he y-coordinatee is the sine wh
hich means wee
have

s
sin(45
) 

2
2

and

cos((45) 

2
2

Looking Back to Trriangles
Question: Does the geometry definitio
on of the sine oof an angle give the same valuues as
the unit circlee definition?
In your geo
ometry class, you
y probably saaw the sine and
d cosine functiion defined in tterms of right ttriangles. For
example, th
he sine of an an
ngle was defin
ned the length of
o the side opp osite that anglee divided by thhe length of thee
hypotenusee. In this sectio
on, I’m going to
t go through an
a argument shhowing that thee geometry, rigght triangle-bassed
definitionss of the sine fun
nction give us the
t same resultts as we get froom using our nnew and improvved unit circle--based
definition. In other word
ds, if we have th
hese two scenaarios:

sin() = y
We get thee same value fo
or sin() for eacch one, i.e. we need to show that y 

sin( ) 

a
c

a
.
c

To do that,, I’m going to use
u the diagram
m to the right which
w
looks preetty messy so llet me explain it one step at a time.
The first th
hing I did is draaw our trianglee over the circle. That’s AO
OB with its anggle  overlappinng the angle inn the
circle. Nex
xt I drew the perpendicular liine from D dow
wn to the x-axi s, just like I did in the previoous problems inn this
section. Th
he coordinates of D are (x, y)) which means that DC = y; O is a unit circlle which means that the radiuus
DO has leength 1.
Now, take a look at the tw
wo triangles, ABO

and DC
CO. B and 
C
are both rig
ght angles so B
  C. O is the same in both triangles so
O  O which means that
t the two triaangles are simiilar by the AA
A
Similarity Theorem: ABO ~ DCO .
Here comees the key part of the argumen
nt. Because the two triangless are
similar, theeir correspondiing sides are prroportional. In
n particular:
DC AB
A

OD O
OA

Looking baack at the diagram, OD = 1 because
b
the circcle is a unit circcle;
DC = y in the
t smaller triaangle; AB = a in
i the larger triangle and OA = c

in the largeer triangle. If we
w substitute th
hose values intto the proportioon, it becomes
y a

1 c
a
y
c

But, if you
u look back at the
t beginning of
o this discussio
on, that’s whatt we wanted too prove: The siine value that w
we get
from the ciircle, y, is equaal to the sine vaalue that we geet from the trianngle, a / c.
Before we close this section, I want to take
t
a step back
k and look at w
what we’ve covvered because we’ve hit on soome
pretty impo
ortant topics.
1.

We
W came up witth a new definiition for the sin
ne and cosine uusing a circle innstead of a triaangle. In the neext
seection, we’ll seee why this deffinition lets us do
d a lot more tthan the trianglle version.

2.

We
W showed thatt the right trian
ngle-based “opp
posite over hyppotenuse” definnition gives uss the same resuults for
th
he sine of an an
ngle as our unitt-circle based “y-coordinate”
“
definition doees.

Analysis
s
1.

What are cos(60) an
nd sin(60)?

2.

By loo
oking at the coo
ordinates of po
oints on the graaph, find cos(00), sin(0), coss(90) and sin(990).

3.

Suppo
ose you have a circle of radiuss r and an anglle drawn in thaat circle in the sstandard positiion. What are tthe
coordiinates of the po
oint where the angle’s termin
nal side crossess the circle?

4.

The right-triangle baased definition of the cosine of
o an angle sayys that the cosinne is the lengthh of the side addjacent
to the angle divided by the hypoten
nuse. Referring
g back to the trriangle we usedd at the beginnning of the “Loooking
Back at
a Triangles” section, it would be cos() = b / c. Using thhe argument in that section as a model, show
w that
that triiangle-based co
osine definition
n gets the samee results as ourr “x-coordinatee” definition ussing a unit circcle.

Technical Writing
5.

Explaiin the definitio
on of the sine an
nd cosine funcctions in your oown words.

Sectio
on 1.3 – Values
V
of the
t Sine and
a Cosine
The Big Picture
Now that we
w have definittions for our tw
wo main functio
ons, we’re goinng to look at hhow to find the functions’ valuues
for specificc angles. We’lll have exact vaalues for a grou
up of “special”” angles; for alll of the others,, we’ll have to fall
back on ussing a calculato
or.

Some Special Anglles
Suppose we
w wanted to fin
nd cos(150). Using our defiinition from thee previous
section, wee need to find the
t coordinatess of the point where
w
a 150 anngle crosses thhe
unit circle. At first glancce, this may seeem like a probllem. There is nno triangle witth a
150 anglee where we kno
ow anything ab
bout the side lengths. Howevver, suppose wee
draw the dashed line in th
he diagram. Th
hat makes a 30
0-60-90 trianglle that we can uuse

to get the coordinates
c
of the
t point wherre the terminal side of the 1500 angle crossees the circle. B
Because the
hypotenusee (the radius off the circle) is 1, the coordinaates must be thee same as theyy were for a 30 but with a neegative
x-coordinaate: (- 3 /3, 1//2). That tells us
u that
co
os(150)  

3
2

and

sinn(150) 

1
2

The 30 that we drew in the
t diagram is called the refeerence angle oof the original 1150 angle. Ussing reference
angles we can get the sine and cosine of any angle by finding the sinne or cosine off its reference aangle and then
adjusting th
he sign based on
o the quadran
nt the angle is in
n.

Example
e 1 – Trigonom
metric Values
s

Exam
mple 2 – Trigon
nometric Valu
ues

Find sin((225) and coss(225).

Find ssin(300) and ccos(300).

The diagrram below has the 225 and its
i reference
angle. Beecause a semi-circle is 180, the reference
angle hass to be

The diiagram below hhas the 300 annd its referencee
angle. Because the w
whole circle is 360, the referrence
angle hhas to be

225 - 180 = 45

3660 - 300 = 600

The lengtths of the sidess of the trianglee are both 2 /
2 which means
m
that the coordinates off the point are

The leengths of the siddes of the trianngle are 3 / 2 and
1/2 whhich means thaat the coordinattes of the pointt are


2
2
,
 

2 
 2

1
3
 , 

2 
2

which maakes the trigono
ometric valuess
cos(2
225)  

2
2

and

sin(22
25)  

which makes the triggonometric valuues
2
2

ccos(300) 

1
2

and

sin(300)  

3
2

Example
e 3– Trigonom
metric Values
For whatt angles is the sine of the an
ngle -1/2?
We’ve alrready seen thatt sin(30) = +1/2. So for the sine to be -1/22, we need
two anglees that have a 30
3 reference angle
a
but that are
a in the third and fourth
quadrantss because thosee are the quadrants where thee y-coordinates of the
points aree negative.
The anglee in the third qu
uadrant with a 30 reference angle is
180 + 30 = 210
The anglee in the fourth quadrant is
360 - 30 = 330
That tellss us that sin(210) = -1/2 and sin(330) = -1/2.

Periodic
city
Suppose I asked you to fiind cos(390). Because
39
90 = 360 + 30
3
angle is in
n the same posiition as the term
minal side of a 30 angle.
the terminaal side of our 390
That mean
ns that
co
os(390) = cos((360 + 30) = cos(30) =

3
2

Now suppo
ose I asked you
u for cos(750)). This angle also
a has the sam
me terminal sidde as a 30 anggle except that tthis
time we haave to make tw
wo revolutions around
a
the circcle:
750 = 720 + 30 = 2  3600 + 30
so
cos(750) = cos(2  360
3
+ 30) = cos(30) =

3
2

nt another revollution around the
t circle you’d
d get the same result again:
If you wen
cos(n  360 + 30) = cos(30) wherre n is any integger
In other wo
ords, if you tak
ke an angle and
d add a multiplle of 360 to it then you get thhe same cosinee (and sine) vallues.
This behav
vior where the value
v
of a funcction repeats att regular intervvals is called peeriodicity. Thhe interval at w
which
the functio
on starts repeatiing is called itss period. For our
o sine and coosine functionss the period is 3360.

Periodicity
P

For any integeer n
cos(3600  n + x) = coos(x)
sin(3600  n + x) = sinn(x)

Example 4 – Trigonometric Values

Example 5 – Trigonometric Values

Find cos(390).

Find sin(-480).

When the angle measure is greater than 360, you can
apply the periodicity rule by subtracting 360 until
you get to an angle between 0 and 360.

When the degree measure is less than 0, you can use
the same approach but adding 360 instead of
subtracting.

390 - 360 = 30

-480 + 360 = -120
-120 + 360 = 240

That means that
390 = 360  1 + 30

I had to add two 360’s to the original -480 which
means that

Using the periodicity formula, we have
cos(390) = cos(360  1 + 30) = cos(30) =

3
2

-480 = 240 + 360  (-2)
The periodicity formula tells us that
sin(-480) = sin(240 + 360  (-2)) = sin(240) =


Example 6 – Trigonometric Values
2
.
2

Give three angles whose sine is

2
. The
2
periodicity rule, in practical terms, says that we can
start at 45 and get the same sine values by adding
multiples of 360 to it.

We’ve already seen that sin(45) =

3
2

Example 7 – Trigonometric Values
Give three negative angles whose cosine is

1
. The
2
periodicity rule works for negative multiples of 360
so we can get negative angles by multiplying by -1, 2 and -3.

We’ve already seen that cos(60) =

45 + 360  1 = 405

60 + 360  (-1) = -300

45 + 360  2 = 765

60 + 360  (-2) = -660

45 + 360  3 = 1125

60 + 360  (-3) = -1020

According to the periodicity rule sin(405), sin(756)
and sin(1125) must also equal

2
.
2

1
.
2

According to the periodicity rule cos(-300), cos(1
660) and cos(-1020) must also equal .
2

Non-Special Values
At this point, we’ve seen how to calculate the trigonometric functions for some specific angles and these are
definitely values that you need to know but what about all the other angles? For example, suppose you wanted to
know the value of cos(28) or sin(-112), i.e. angles that don’t correspond to one of our special triangles? In the
next chapter, we’ll see some formulas that will let us expand the angles for which we can get exact values but, for
most angles, you’re going to have to fall back on using your calculator. When you do that, you need to be sure to
double check the calculator’s angle measure setting. Any calculator with trigonometric functions on it is going to
accept the angle measures in both degrees and radians. If you have it set for one and enter your angle measures in
the other, you’re going to get incorrect results.

Since we’re talking about using a calculator, there’s some terminology you should be aware of. If a question asks
for an “exact answer”, that means you should use the special angles that we’ve talked about in this section and the
previous one to get an answer that’s either a fraction like 1/2 or that has a square root in it like 3 / 2. If the
question asks for an approximate value then you can use your calculator to get a decimal result that you’ll probably
have to round.

Exercises
Fill in the values in the following table. In the “x rad” column, put the radian version of the angle measure.
x
1.

0

2.

30

3.

45

4.

60

5.

90

6.

x rad

cos(x)

sin(x)

x

1

10.

210

11.

225

12.

240

13.

270

14.

300

120

15.

315

7.

135

16.

330

8.

150

17.

360

9.

180

1
2
2
2

2
3

0



3
2

1
2

x rad

cos(x)



2
2

1
2

sin(x)



2
2



3
2

7
4



Find the following values.
18.

cos(-60)

19.

sin(-225)

20.

cos(540)

21.

cos(480)

22.

sin(960)

23.

sin(-420)

24.

cos(585)

25.

sin(-495)

Use a calculator to find the following values to three decimal places. Be sure to distinguish between degrees
and radians in the angle measures.
26.

cos(42)

27.

sin(76)

28.

cos(302)

29.

cos(2.11)

30.

sin(7.11)

31.

sin(-12)

32.

cos(103)

33.

sin(.658)

34. Give three angles whose cosine is 0.

35. Give three angles whose sine is

3
.
2

1
36. Give three negative angles whose cosine is  .
2

37. Give three negative angles whose sine is -1.

Technical Writing
30. Explain what it means for the sine function to be periodic and why it has that property.

Section 1.4 – The Other Trigonometric Functions
The Big Picture
The sine and cosine are the two core trigonometric functions but there are four others that you need to know. All
four are based on the values of the sine and cosine and, technically, you can do almost everything you can do with
these functions with just the sine and cosine. However, there will be situations where using these “derived
functions” will get you to an answer faster than using the two “core functions”.

The Four Derived Functions
The following table summarizes the new functions and their definitions. The values in the Unit Circle Definition
give the functions’ definitions in terms of the coordinates where the angle crosses the unit circle. (Remember that if
the angle’s terminal side crosses the unit circle at (x, y) then cos( )  x and sin( )  y .)
Name

Function

Function Definition

Unit Circle Definition

tangent

tan( )

tan( ) 

sin( )
cos( )

tan( ) 

y
x

secant

sec( )

sec( ) 

1
cos( )

sec( ) 

1
x

cosecant

csc( )

csc( ) 

1
sin( )

csc( ) 

1
y

cotangent

cot( )

cot( ) 

cos( )
sin( )

cot( ) 

x
y

Some Specific Values
Now that we have those definitions, let’s do the same thing we did with the sine and cosine functions and look at
some specific values of each function.

Example 1 – Trigonometric Values

Example 2 – Trigonometric Values

Find tan(30).

Find csc().

The definition of the tangent function says that

The definition of the cosecant function tells us that

tan( ) 

sin( )
cos( )

csc( ) 

or, substituting 30 for ,
tan(30) 

so
sin(30)
cos(30)

csc( ) 

If we substitute the values we already know for
sin(30) and cos(30), we get
tan(30) 

so tan(30) 

sin(30)
1/ 2
1 2
1

 ·

cos(30)
2
3/2
3
3

1
3

1
sin( )

1
1

sin( ) 0

which is a problem because 1/0 is undefined. This
can happen with all of our new functions because
their denominators will all be 0 for some angles. Our
final answer here would be that csc() is undefined.

.

Periodicity
Our new functions all have periodic behavior that’s similar to the two base functions. With the secant and cosecant
functions that isn’t much of a surprise, e.g. if cos() repeats every 2 radians then it isn’t a big stretch to conclude
that 1 / cos() is also going to repeat with the same frequency. With the tangent and cotangent functions, it gets a
little trickier. Those functions also behave periodically but, unlike the other four functions, they repeat every 
radians.
Periodicity

For any integer n
sec(x + 2n) = sec(x)
csc(x + 2n) = csc(x)
tan(x + n) = tan(x)
cot(x + n) = cot(x)

This time, I wrote the formulas out in radians, i.e. using 2 and  as the multiples. You’ll get the same results if you
replace the 2’s with 360 and the ’s with 180.
Example 4 – Trigonometric Values

Example 5 – Trigonometric Values

 13
Find sec 
 6

Find cot(-480).


.


When you’re answering these kinds of questions, it
helps to remember that 2 is equal to 12 / 6.
Thinking of it that way, it’s easy to see that 13 / 6 is

The quickest, most practical way to answer this kind
of question is to start with -480 and keep adding
180 to it until you get a value between 0 and 360.
(We’re adding 180 because that’s the period of the

cotangent function.)

greater than 2 so we can simplify the expression by
subtracting 2 from it:

-480 + 180 = -300

13
13 12 
 2 


6
6
6
6

-300 + 180 = -120
-120 + 180 = 60

or

This means that

13 
  2
6
6

cot(-480) = cot(60)
Now, we can apply the function definition to get a
numeric value.

That tells us that
 13
sec 
 6




 
  sec   2   sec  
6



6

cot(480)  cot(60)
cos(60)
cot(480) 
sin(60)
1/ 2
cot(480) 
3/2
1 2
cot(480)  
2 3
1
cot( 480) 
3

Now we can use the function definition of the secant
function to get its value:

1
1
2
 


sec   

6


3
3
  cos
 
6
2
Remember that when you’re working with square
roots, you should always eliminate square roots from
the denominator of your answer. In this case, I can
do that by multiplying the top and bottom by

This is another situation where we need to eliminate
the square root in the denominator by multiplying the

3.

3.

top and bottom by

  2 3 2 3
sec   
· 
3
3 3
6

cot( 480) 

1
3



3
3

3
cot( 480) 
3

Example 6 – Trigonometric Values
Give three angles whose secant is

2.

To answer a question like this, it’s easiest to convert the secant value to a cosine value and then use what we
know about the cosine function to get the angles. To do that, I’ll use the formula
sec( ) 

1
cos( )

We’re looking for the angles where sec( )  2 so, if I replace the sec() with
2

1
cos( )

2 cos( )  1
cos( ) 

1
2



2
2

2 , the equation becomes

We know that that’s true for  = 45 and we can get two more values by adding multiples of 360 to 45:
45 + 360  1 = 405
45 + 360  2 = 765
So the cosine function equals
for those angles.

2 / 2 when  = 45, 405 and 765 which means the secant function equals

2

Example 7 – Trigonometric Values
Give three negative angles whose tangent is

3.

We can use the same approach with the tangent function as we did with the secant but we’re going to have to be a
little more creative about it. We’ll start with the tangent formula
tan( ) 

sin( )
cos( )

We’re looking for angles where tan( )  3 or
3

sin( )
cos( )

What makes this a little tricky is that we have two functions on the right side. To get this into a form that I can
work with, I’m going to think of the

3 as

3 / 1.
3 sin( )

1
cos( )

Now, I’m going to divide the top and bottom of the left hand side by 2.
3 / 2 sin( )

1/ 2
cos( )

That equation is in a form I can work with. We’re looking for an angle where sin( )  3 / 2 and cos( )  1 / 2 .

 = 60 gives us both of those values so tan(60)  3 . We’re looking for negative values so we can get the
results that we need by subtracting multiples of 180 from 60.
60 - 1  180 = -120
60 - 2  180 = -300
60 - 3  180 = -480
So the tangent function is

3 when  = -120, -300 and -480.

Exercises
Fill in the values in the following table.
x
1.

0

2.

45

3.

60

4.

tan(x)

sec(x)

csc(x)

cot(x)

x
7.

210

8.

240

9.

270

90

10.

315

5.

120

11.

330

6.

180

12.

360

2
2 3
3

tan(x)

sec(x)


csc(x)

cot(x)

2 3
3

-2

Find the following values.
18.

cot(-60)

19.

tan(-225)

20.

csc(540)

21.

sec(480)

22. sec(960)
23. csc(-420)
24. tan(585)
25. cot(-495)
Use a calculator to find the following values to three decimal places. Be sure to distinguish between degrees
and radians in the angle measures.
26.

cot(42)

27.

tan(76)

28.

csc(302)

29.

csc(2.11)

30. csc(7.11)
31. sec(-12)
32. cot(103)
33. tab(.658)
38. Give two angles (other than the ones in the table above) for which the tangent function is undefined.
39. Give three angles whose cotangent is 1.

Analysis
30. Show that tan( ) 

1
.
cot( )

Section 1.5 – Practical Problems
The Big Picture
Trigonometry can be used to solve a variety of practical problems in situations like engineering and surveying
because right triangles often in those fields. In this section, we’re going to look at some of those situations.
Looking ahead to Chapter 3, we’ll eventually expand what we can do to include situations that involve non-right
triangles.

“Solving
g Right Tria
angles”
“Solving a triangle” referrs to starting with
w some of thee sides and anggles in a triangle and then
using trigo
onometry to fin
nd the missing sides
s
and anglees. For now, w
we’re only goinng to be able
to do this with
w right trian
ngles. We’ll see how to do this with any triaangle in Chapteer 2 when
we talk abo
out the Law off Sines and the Law of Cosinees.
For now, we
w need to fall back on the triigonometric rattios from geom
metry. If we haave a right
triangle lik
ke the one to th
he right then wee can define the three base triigonometric fuunctions this
way:
sin( A) 

a
c

b
c

cos( A) 

tan( A) 

a
b

Another way
w you’ll someetimes see the definitions
d
wriitten, that’s a liittle easier to reemember, is inn terms of “the side
opposite an
ngle A”, “the side
s adjacent to
o angle A” and “the hypotenuuse”. That makkes the definitiions
sin( A) 

side oppositee the angle
the hypottenuse

cos( A) 

side adjacent thee angle
the hypotenuuse

ttan( A) 

side oopposite the anggle
side aadjacent the anggle

Example
e 1 – Solving Right Triangle
es
If you ha
ave a right tria
angle with a 25 angle whosse hypotenuse is 12.2”, find the lengths off the missing
angles an
nd sides.
With a prroblem like thiss, the first thing
g I want to do is make a draw
wing of the situuation.
The figurre to the right has
h a right trian
ngle with a 25 angle whose hhypotenuse is 112.2”.
With this in hand, we caan start thinkin
ng about the miissing pieces.
The missiing angle meassure is the easiest part to find
d. We know thaat the sum of tthe
measure of
o the angles in
n a triangle is always
a
180 wh
hich gives us
mA + mB + mC
C = 180
25 + mB + 90 = 180
25 + mB + 90 = 65
To find th
he missing sidee lengths, we’re going to need
d to use our triigonometry rattios. The sine ddefinition tells us
that
sin(
s A) 

a
c

w that mA = 25
2 and c = 12.2. If we substiitute those valuues into the forrmula, we get
We know
a
12.2
a  12.2  sin(25)
sinn(25) 

a  12.2  .4226
a  5.1557
To find th
he length of sid
de b, we can do
o a similar calcculation using tthe cosine form
mula.

b
c
b
cos(25) 
12.2
b  12.2  cos(25)
b  12.2  .9063
cos( A) 

b  11.0569
So now we have the measures of all three angles and all three sides:
a  1.557”

mA = 25

b  11.0569”

mB = 65

c = 12.2”

mC = 90

Example 2 – Using Right Triangles
A surveyor needs to know the distance across a lake. He stands at a point on the shore and walks 50’ in a
line perpendicular to the line across the lake. From his new location, the angle to the point directly across
the lake is 76.36.

The diagram to the right illustrates the situation. Notice how the distance across the lake and the line walked by
the surveyor make a right angle so the triangle in the diagram is a right triangle. We know the measure of angle A
and the length of the side adjacent to it and we want the length of the side opposite it. If you look at the three
trigonometric ratios, you should see that the tangent function has both the opposite side and the adjacent side:
tan( A) 

side opposite the angle
side adjacent the angle

If we replace A with 76.36, “side opposite the angle” with x and “side adjacent the angle” with 50’, the equation
becomes
x
50
x  50  tan(76.36)
x  50  4.1209
x  206.045
tan(76.36) 

So the distance across the lake is approximately 206.045 miles.

Angles of Elevation and Depression
Suppose you’re standing in an open field and you look up at a tree or an airplane flying overhead. The angle
between you and the airplane is called the “angle of elevation”. Similarly, if you’re standing on the edge of a
canyon and looking down at a spot inside the canyon, the downward angle is called the “angle of depression”. With
a little trigonometry, we can use these angles to solve a variety of practical problems.

Example
e 3 – Altitude of an Airplane
e

Exam
mple 4 – Heigh
ht of a Tree

A radar station record
ds an airplane with an anglee
of elevatiion of 23. An
nother radar station,
s
10
miles fro
om the first, reeports the plan
ne as directly
overhead
d. What’s the altitude of the plane?

A persson stands nexxt to a tree an
nd walks 20’ aw
way.
From that point, th
he angle of elevvation to the ttop
of the tree is 48. Iff the person’s eyes are 5’7”
abovee the ground, h
how high is th
he tree?

When you
u’re presented with a situatio
on like this, thee
first thing
g you should do
o is translate itt to a picture. In
I
this case, you have two radar stations, 10 miles apartt,
and a plan
ne directly oveer one of them. If you draw
the angle of elevation frrom the other station
s
to the
plane, its measure is 23. The altitudee of the plane iss
what we’re looking for so I’ll put in x by that
distance.

What m
makes this queestion a little unnusual is that tthe
angle oof elevation is measured from
m the person’s eyes
rather than from the ground. We can apply our
tangennt function heree but that’s goiing to give us tthe
heightt of the tree froom the person’ss eye level:

Now we can
c start thinkiing about whatt we need to do
o
to come up
u with the solu
ution. The firsst thing I noticee
is that, beecause the plan
ne is directly ov
verhead, the
triangle in
n the diagram is
i a right triang
gle. That mean
ns
that our trriangle ratios apply
a
here. I kn
now the length
h
of the sid
de adjacent to th
he 23 angle an
nd I want to
know the length of the side
s opposite itt. Looking at
the three ratios at the beeginning of thiss section, the
one that involves
i
the ad
djacent and opp
posite sides is
the tangen
nt:
tan( A) 

sidee opposite the angle
a
sidee adjacent the angle

If I replacce A with 23, “side adjacent the angle” witth
10 and “sside opposite th
he angle” with x, the equation
n
becomes
x
10
x  10 tan(23)
x  10
1  0.42447
tan((23) 

x  4.2447
In our diaagram, x is the altitude of the plane so we
can concllude that it’s ap
pproximately 4.2447
4
miles.

x
20
x  20 tan(48)
x  20 1.11
ttan(48) 

x  22.2 '
Now, tto get the total height of the ttree we have too add
on the distance from
m the ground upp to the person’’s
eyes. This is a pointt where you havve to be carefuul
with thhe mixed units. Remember thhat 22.2’ isn’t the
same aas 22’ 2”. In thhis situation, I always take thhe
feet/innches measurem
ments and convvert them to
decimaal feet. For 5’ 7” that means
5’ 7” = 5 + 7/12  55.58’
Now w
we can add the two distances together to
concluude that the treee is approximaately 5.58’ + 222.2’
= 27.778’ above the gground.
When you’re answerring a questionn like this, it’s
alwayss best to give thhe answer usinng the same unnits as
the onees in the originnal question. T
The question ussed
feet annd inches so, I should convertt 27.78’ to thatt
formatt to get the finaal answer. To convert .78’ (tthe
decimaal part of the hheight) to inchees, I’ll multiplyy by
12:
.78 feet  .778 feet 

12 inchhes
 9.36"
1 foott

That m
makes our finall answer 27’ 9..36”.

At this point, you might be thinking, “Why did he convert to decimal feet when, if he had thought ahead, he would
have realized that he needed the final answer in feet and inches?” There are two reasons behind my decision. First,
when you’re doing any kind of scientific or engineering problem, the results will always be in the decimal form.
Most of the practical problems that we’re going to see in trigonometry fall into one of those categories so using
decimals is a good habit to get into.
Second, decimal feet are a lot easier to do calculations with. Any time you do calculations with inches, in the end
you have to look at the inch value and, if it’s over 12”, convert part of the value to feet. For example, 10’ 14” would
have to be rewritten as 11’ 2”. That’s an extra step that you never have to worry about with decimal feet.
Example 5 – Height of a Cruise Ship
A person is standing on the dock of a cruise ship and wants to know how high the ship is. Unlike the
previous example, he can’t stand underneath the tallest part of the ship and walk away so, instead, he
stands at a point where the angle of elevation is 84.3, walks 10’ further from the ship and finds the angle
of elevation from that position is 82.9. Using that information, how high is the boat from the dock?

Finding this height will require a little algebra in addition to trigonometry. The diagram to the right illustrates the
situation with two variables added: x for the distance from the first position to the center of the boat and y for the
height of the boat. Using those values, we can get two equations using our tangent definition:
tan(84.3) 

y
x

tan(82.9) 

y
x  10

Here’s where the algebra comes in. Notice how we know have two equations in two variables. Using some tools
from algebra, we can solve those equations for both variables.
I’m going to start by solving both of the equations for y.
y  x tan(84.3)

y  ( x  10) tan(82.9)

Now I can use the Substitution Method by replacing the y in the second equation with x tan(84.3).
x tan(84.3)  ( x  10) tan(82.9)

For the next part, keep in mind that the two tangent values are both just numbers so I can treat them just like I
would if I wanted to solve an equation like 3x = 4(x + 10). First, I’ll distribute the tan(82.9) into the parentheses.
x tan(84.3)  x tan(82.9)  10 tan(82.9)

Now, I’ll move the x’s onto the same side of the equation by subtracting x tan(82.9) from both sides.
x tan(84.3)  x tan(82.9)  10 tan(82.9)

Next, I’ll factor an x out of the left side.
x(tan(84.3)  tan(82.9))  10 tan(82.9)

Finally, I’ll divide both sides by tan(84.3)  tan(82.9) .
x(tan(84.3)  tan(82.9))
10 tan(82.9)

tan(84.3)  tan(82.9)
tan(84.3)  tan(82.9)
10 tan(82.9)
x
tan(84.3)  tan(82.9)

That’s nice because it gives us an exact answer but because this is a practical problem, we’re looking for a
decimal value. I can find that by using a calculator to find the two tangent values.
x

10 tan(82.9)
10  8.028

 40.3
tan(84.3)  tan(82.9) 10.019  8.028

That’s the distance of the initial position from the boat but we’re looking for the height of the boat (y). We can
find that by substituting 40.3 for x into either of our initial equations. Using the first one gives us
y
40.3
y  40.3 tan(84.3)
y  40.3 10.019  403.8
tan(84.3) 

So the height of the ship above the dock is approximately 403.8’
Having to keep track of all the trigonometric functions, e.g. the tan(82.9) and tan(84.3), throughout those
calculations may have made the process seem complicated and messy. An alternative method is to convert the
tangents to decimals right at the beginning. For example, you could go from
y  x tan(84.3)

y  ( x  10) tan(82.9)

y  10.019 x

y  8.028( x  10)

to

by replacing the two tangent functions with their decimal equivalents. Now the equations look a little more like the
kinds of equations you would have learned to solve in an algebra class.
My preference is for the approach I used in the example. With the decimal version, you’re going to have to do
calculations with the decimals, e.g. multiplying and subtracting, repeatedly throughout the solution process.
Keeping the tangent functions until the very end minimizes the number of decimal calculations you have to do
which also minimizes the opportunities to make a mistake.

Angular Motion
Suppose you have a CD that’s spinning in a CD player. Trying to determine the speed of the CD using linear units
like feet per second is difficult because different points on the CD are moving at different speeds. For example, in
the time it takes the CD to make one revolution, a point on the outside of the CD moves through a much greater
distance than a point near the center of the CD. Because the outer point goes through a greater distance in the same
amount of time, its speed has to be greater than the inner point.
The solution to this is to measure the speed in angular terms. For example, the speed of record players was
measured in revolutions per minute (rpm). Thinking back to our CD example, in the time it takes the CD to make
one revolution, the point on the edge and the point at the center both made one revolution so their angular speed
would be the same. Here’s how we define angular speed:
Angular Speed

The average angular speed,  , of a rotating object is equal to




t

Talking ab
bout the “averag
ge angular speed” rather than
n just the “anguular speed” is aan important diistinction in phhysics
classes wh
here the speed can
c change oveer time. In the situations thatt we’re going too be discussingg, the speeds w
will
always be constant. In th
hat special casee, the two valuees are actually the same so, ffor the rest of oour discussion, I’m
going to pu
ut away the “baar” and just tallk about the ang
gular speed, .

Example
e 6 – Angular Speed
A record
d on a record player
p
spins att 33 1/3 rpm. What’s the reecord’s speed in radians per minute?
This quesstion is asking us to do a conv
version betweeen two angular speed units, reevolutions per minute and raddians
per minutte. Like with any
a conversion
n question, the key here is knoowing the convversion factor. In this case, yyou
have to reealize that 1 rev
volution is equ
ual to 2 radian
ns.
33

1
1
3 revolutions
revolutions 33
2 radians
1
 2
3
 3

 33  2 radiians per minutee   66   raadians per minuute
1 minute
1 minute
m
3
1 revolution
 3

or approx
ximately 209.44
40 radians per minute.
Angular sp
peeds are usefu
ul because they
y give us a way
y to describe th e speed of a rootating object thhat’s constant for
the entire object.
o
There will
w still be tim
mes, however, when
w
we need tto know the linnear speed of a point on a spiinning
object.
Before I start with the callculations, let’s think about th
he situation. W
We have a
point on a circular objectt like the CD to
o the right and we want to callculate its
linear speeed. That would
d be the distancce, s, that the point
p
travels divvided by
the time, t, that it takes to
o travel it. In other
o
words,
v

s
t

Calculating
g the length off s in specific siituations can be tedious so wh
what we’d
like to have is a formula that
t relates thee (simpler to caalculate) angulaar speed
with the lin
near speed – ho
opefully one th
hat doesn’t hav
ve the s in it.
Rememberr that we defineed radians as



s
r

where  is the number off radians, r is th
he radius of thee circle and s iss the length of the arc that thee angle makes in the
circle. If I solve that equ
uation for s by multiplying
m
bo
oth sides by r, II’ll get s = r. Now, supposee I take our lineear
speed form
mula and replacce the s with orr r. That wou
uld give me
v

s r


r
t
t
t

That brings us to the key part of the calculation. Notiice that  / t is jjust the angulaar speed of the circle, . If I
replace  / t with , the equation
e
becom
mes

v  r
That equattion gives us a simple relation
nship between the linear speeed of a point annd the angular speed of the pooint:
the linear speed
s
is equal to
t the angular speed
s
times thee radius, i.e. thhe distance the point is from tthe center of thhe

circle. Intuitively, this matches what we expect to happen: As the distance from the center of the circle increases,
the linear speed of the point increases.
Example 7 – Angular vs. Linear Speed
A surface is spinning at a rate of 4.1 radians per minute. What is the angular speed of a point 2” from the
center? What is the angular speed of a point 4” from the center?

In both parts of the question, the units are in radians so we can go directly to our angular speed equation.
r = 2”

r = 4”

v = 2  4.1 = 8.2 inches per minute

v = 4  4.1 = 16.4 inches per minute

Notice what happened there: When the radius doubled the angular speed doubled. On the one hand, that matches
how we expect the linear speed to behave. When the object gets further from the center, it’s covering a greater
distance in the same amount of time so its linear speed should increase. On the other hand, this is also consistent
with what we see in our equation. If the angular speed is a constant then v = r is just a linear equation so we
would expect that, for example, doubling the radius is going to double the linear speed.
Example 8 – Angular vs. Linear Speed
A 33 1/3 rpm record had a diameter of 12”. What was the linear speed of a point on the outer edge of the
record in miles per hour?

At first glance, this might seem like a simple application of our new v  r formula. We know the radius and
the angular speed so we can just do a little substitution and get the angular speed. There is a small detail here that
you have to keep in mind when doing these calculations: When we derived the formula, the value of  was in
radians which means that the angular speed in the formula is also in radians. In practical terms, this means that,
whenever you use the formula, you have to be sure that the angular speed value you use has the angle measure in
radians.
For this problem, that means that we need to use the angular speed in radians per minute which we calculated in
the previous example. If we substitute 6” for the radius and 209.440 for the angular speed, we get
v = 6  209.440 = 1256.64 inches per minute
To convert that to miles per hour we need to multiply by the appropriate conversion factors:
v

1256.64 inches 1 foot
1 mile 60 minute



 1.19 mph
1 minute
12 inches 5280 feet 1 hour

Exercises
For questions 1 – 6, find the missing angles and sides in the triangles with the given dimensions. (Remember
that side a is always opposite A, etc.)

1.

mA = 90, mB = 42, a = 12”

2.

mA = 90, mC = 12, b = 10.2’

3.

mA = 18, mB = 90, a = 1 cm

4.

mA = 37, mB = 53, c = 25.22”

5.

mC = 90, mB = 71.5, a = 16”

6.

mA = 41, mC = 49, a = 18.1”

7.

A spotlight is aimed straight up on a cloudy night. An observation station 1000’ from the light measures the
angle of elevation of the light on the clouds at 84 from the ground. How high is the bottom of the cloud cover?

8.

A tree casts a shadow that’s 85’ 2” long. If the angle of elevation of the shadow is 14, how tall is the tree?

9.

Century Tower at the University of Florida is a tower that holds the University’s carillon.2 An observer stands
20’ from the tower and measures the angle of elevation of the top as 82.48. If the observer is holding the
measuring instrument at her eye level, 5’7” above the ground. How tall is the tower?

10. If the observer in the question 9 forgot to take the height of the instrument above the ground into account, what
would be the error in her result?
11. If the observer in question 9 rounded the elevation to 82, how would her result have changed? Assuming that
the calculation in question 9 was correct, what percent error did changing the elevation by .48 introduce into
the result?
12. A tree stands upright on the top of a hill. An observer stands off of the hill and measures the angle of elevation
of the top of the tree at 38.3. He moves 10’ further away from the hill and measures the new angle of elevation
as 33.8. How high is the top of the tree from the base of the hill?
13. If you stand on the edge of a canyon, the angle of depression of the opposite base is 42.5. Using a laser range
finder, you determine the distance from you to the opposite base is 1061’. How deep is the canyon?
14. Suppose a tree sits at the bottom of the hill. From your position on the top of the hill, the angle of elevation of
the top of the tree is 26.2 and the angle of depression to the base of the tree is 43.1. If the straight line
distance from you to the tree is 32.5’, what’s the height of the tree?
15. Referring to the situation in question 14, what are the straight line distances from you to the top and bottom of
the tree?
16. The observation deck of a lighthouse is 45’ above the ground. If an observer in the lighthouse measures the
angle of depression to a boat on the water as 22.5, how far from the lighthouse is the boat?
17. An observer on a boat measures the angle of elevation of a nearby lighthouse as 28.1. The boat sails 30’
further from the lighthouse and repeats the measurement. If the new angle of elevation is 22.77, how tall is the
lighthouse?
18. A spinning surface has a radius of 12.2”. If it’s spinning at a rate of 22 rpm, what is the linear velocity of a
point on the outer edge? What’s the linear velocity of a point that’s half way to the outer edge?
19. The radius of the Earth at the equator is 6378.1 km. What’s the angular speed of a point at the equator in
revolutions per day? What’s the angular speed in radians per day? What’s the linear speed of a point on the
equator in miles per hour?
20. A Ferris Wheel has a diameter of 265’. If it takes 9 minutes to make a complete rotation, what is the linear
speed of a passenger in feet per minute? What’s the passengers speed in miles per hour?
21. Suppose an object is on a spinning surface, 3” from the center and moving at an angular speed of 5.2 radians per
second. If the object moves to a distance of 4” from the center, how fast will the object have to be spinning for
the point to have the same linear speed at both locations? (You might take a look at the first question in the
Analysis section before answering this one.)
22. Old style record players came in two speeds 33 1/3 rpm and 45 rpm. Calculate the angular speed of a 45 rpm
record in radians per minute and degrees per minute.
23. A CD player can vary the speed of the disc so that the linear is constant. Suppose a CD is reading from a point
1” from the center and is spinning at a rate of 451 rpm. If the read head moves to 1.4” from the center, how fast

2

A carillon is a musical instrument made up of at least 23 tuned bells usually built into some kind of tower.

will the CD have to be spinning for the linear speed at the new position to be the same as it was at the original
position?

Analysis
24. Is the relationship between the linear speed (v) and the angular speed () an example of direct variation or
indirect variation? If the angular speed increases, what will the radius have to do in order to keep the same
linear speed?

